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Experimental results on excess electron transport in solid and liquid phases of Ne, Ar, and solid
N2—Ar mixture are presented and compared with those for He. Muon spin relaxation technique in
frequently switching electric fields was used to study the phenomenon of delayed muonium forma-
tion: excess electrons liberated in the + ionization track converge upon the positive muons and
form Mu (+e–) atoms. This process is shown to be crucially dependent upon the electron’s inter-
action with its environment (i.e., whether it occupies the conduction band or becomes localized in
a bubble of tens of angstroms in radius) and upon its mobility in these states. The characteristic
lengths involved are 10–6–10–4 cm, the characteristic times range from nanoseconds to tens micro-
seconds. Such a microscopic length scale sometimes enables the electron spend its entire free life-
time in a state which may not be detected by conventional macroscopic techniques. The electron
transport processes are compared in: liquid and solid helium (where electron is localized in buble);
liquid and solid neon (where electrons are delocalized in solid and the coexistence of localized and
delocalized electrons states was found in liquid recently); liquid and solid argon (where electrons
are delocalized in both phases); orientational glass systems (solid N2—Ar mixtures), where our re-
sults suggest that electrons are localized in orientational glass. This scaling from light to heavy
rare gases enables us to reveal new features of excess electron localization on microscopic scale.
Analysis of the experimental data makes it possible to formulate the following tendency of the
muon end-of-track structure in condensed rare gases. The muon-self track interaction changes from
the isolated pair (muon plus the nearest track electron) in helium to multi-pair (muon in the vi-
cinity of tens track electrons and positive ions) in argon.
PACS: 72.15.Rn, 67.40.Jg, 72.20.Jv, 73.20.Jc
1. Introduction
The investigation of electronic conduction in con-
densed rare gases (CRG) is of a great fundamental and
practical interest. Rare gas solids (RGS) and liquids
(RGL) form a group of cryosystems and cryoliquids
characterized by very weak Van der Waals interatomic
interactions. The forbidden gap of CRG is extremely
wide (about 10–20 eV). From a fundamental point of
view condensed rare gas (CRG) is a prototype of an
ideal dielectric and a good object to test various theo-
retical approaches to the excess electrons transport in
insulators. Rare gas liquids represent relatively simple
disordered materials, and the study of the excess elec-
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tron transport in these systems is of considerable im-
portance for general understanding of the electronic
properties of noncrystalline solids.
On the other hand, condensed rare gases are fre-
quently used as insulators in high-voltage devices and
the processes leading to electric breakdown are cer-
tainly determined by the transport of the charge carri-
ers in these substances. An electronic conduction in
rare gas liquids is of special interest because of their
employment in high energy physics experiments as
working media for ionization chambers and other par-
ticle detection systems [1]. The excess electron trans-
port in insulators is of great practical interest as it
may cause electrical breakdown even in wide-gap insu-
lating materials subjected to high electric field. These
materials are used in a large number of applications
ranging from power generation equipment to microelec-
tronic devices. Nonpolar cryocrystals are used as mo-
derators to produce ultra-low energy muon beams [2].
The yield of ultra-low energy muon could be connected
with end-of-track electrons transport to the low-ener-
getic muon. Therefore studying of the mechanisms of
electron transport in solid and liquid rare gases and
cryosystems is of primary importance in condensed
matter physics.
Electron transport in condensed rare gases has been
studied extensively for over forty years. The majority
of results on the charges motion were obtained using
time-of-flight (TOF) technique. In this technique the
drift velocity achieved by the group of charges in an
electric field is estimated by the drift length divided
by the traveling time.
The time-of-flight results for low-field electron mo-
bility in condensed He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe [3] are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1
Low-field electron mobility in condensed He, Ne, Ar, Kr,
and Xe [3]
Rare gas Triple point, K Electron mobility, cm2/V·s
in solid in liquid
4He
Ne
Ar
Kr
Xe
–
25
84
116
161
10–5*
600
1000
3600
4000
0,019**
0,0016
475
1800
1900
C o m m e n t: * T = 2 K, Vmol = 20 cm
3; ** T = 4.2 K
One can notice a huge difference between light and
heavy CRG. In heavy CRG (Ar, Kr, and Xe) the elec-
tron mobilities were found to be of the same order of
magnitude as those in conventional semiconductors
(103 cm2V–1s–1), implying the existence of ex-
tended delocalized electron states (band states)
[3,4]. Low electron mobility in light RGL has been
interpreted [3] as arising from electron localization
in a «bubble». This bubbles are rather macroscopic
objects. In liquid He the radius of the bubble is about
10–20 A [5]. Such bubbles form because of the Pauli
exclusion principle: a space is opened up around the
excess electron by a strong short-range repulsive ex-
change interaction between it and the electrons of
host atoms which is opposed by weak long-range at-
tractive interaction (caused by the polarizability
of host atoms), pressure-volume interaction and sur-
face tension. Electron bubbles are also formed in
solid helium [6].
Under the increasing the atomic number the po-
larizability of rare gases grows up, which makes the
delocalized state energetically preferable. Liquid neon
(-Ne) represents a borderline case where theoretical
calculations [5] failed to make definite predictions of
the excess electron state. However, early time-of-flight
experiments [7,8] revealed only low mobility negative
carriers in liquid Ne which were identified as stable
electronic bubbles. Recent TOF experiments in high
electric fields has revealed a peculiar situation when
both localized and short-lived (  10–9 s) delocalized
electron states exist [9].
Formation of the bubble is not the only mechanism
of the electron localization in cryosystems. One of the
possible channels for localization of a particle is
through its interaction with lattice excitations (pho-
nons, librons, magnons, etc.). In a dissipative envi-
ronment [10] the lattice excitations can be represented
as a bath of harmonic oscillators; interaction with this
environment causes a crossover from coherent quan-
tum tunneling to incoherent hopping dynamics when
the particle «dressed» with the lattice excitations can
be effectively thought of as a polaron.
At low temperatures, the environmental excitations
are frozen out. In this case, conventional understand-
ing suggests that the only possible channel for particle
localization is the introduction of crystal disorder,
which thus may dramatically change the transport
properties of a solid. A well-known example is the spa-
tial localization of electron states near the Fermi-level
in a disordered metallic system, which leads to a tran-
sition into a dielectric state (the Anderson transition)
[11]. The concept of Anderson localization suggests
that the wave function of a particle in a random poten-
tial may change qualitatively if the randomness be-
comes large enough. Coherent tunneling of a particle
is possible only between levels with the same energy
(e.g. between equivalent sites); in the case of strong
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randomness, states with the same energy may be too
distant (spatially separated) for tunneling to be ef-
fective.
In metals, however, electron-electron interactions
dramatically modify the density of states at the
Fermi-level, leading to formation of the Coulomb
pseudogap [12]. To observe the effects of disorder on
electron transport without the complications of elec-
tron-electron interactions, one must therefore study
electron dynamics in a disordered insulating host
[13]. Orientational glasses formed by random mix-
tures of molecular (N2, CH4, CD4) and atomic (Ar,
Kr) species [14] offers a unique opportunity for such
studies.
There is one basic drawback of TOF measurements.
In such experiments the drift length between elec-
trodes is macroscopic (typically > 10–2 cm). This mac-
roscopic length makes it very difficult to measure the
mobilities in cryocrystals at the temperatures signifi-
cantly lower the melting temperature. Under the low-
ering the temperature, the amplitude of the recorded
current drops drastically [3]. The thermal stretch of
cryocrystals results in the generation of internal
strengths and defects, which can trap electrons. More-
over, the thermal stretch may result into the loss of
the direct contact between the electrodes and crystal.
The usage of special flexible electrodes [4,15] enabled
to measure the electrons mobility down to 66 K in
solid Ar (triple point T3 = 84 K), while no experimen-
tal TOF data were obtained at lower temperatures. In
liquids, where the electrode-sample contact is good,
the drift velocity measurements are influenced by the
presence of electron attaching impurities. If the at-
taching time is comparable with drift times, it is diffi-
cult to extract the drift time from the shape of dam-
ping current signal.
1.1. Delayed muonium formation
The techniques of muon spin rotation/relaxa-
tion/resonance (SR) [16] are of intensive use as a
powerful tool providing valuable information on vari-
ous chemical and solid state physics phenomena. In
such experiments the beam of high (several-MeV)
energy muons is injected into the sample. In many
substances the muon can pick up an electron to form
hydrogen-like muonium (Mu  +e–) atom. Muon and
muonium signals are well resolved in experiments due
to the big difference of muon/muonium hyromagnetic
ratios:  
Mu
/

 103; 


 13 55. kHz G . Usual-
ly there are distinguished two different ways of mu-
onium formation — prompted and delayed. According
to the first approach muonium is formed under the
slowing down of energetic muon. During slowing
down to an energy of a few tens of keV’s, the inelastic
muon scattering mainly involves the production of ex-
citations and ionizations. At lower energies, the muon
undergoes cycles of electron capture and subsequent
electron loss. When the last such collision leaves
atomic muonium in its neutral charge state, the
muonium is said to have been formed promptly [17].
When the muon thermalizes in condensed matter as
the positive ion, it leaves behind an ionization track of
liberated electrons and ions. In many hosts (see for re-
cent review [18]) some of the excess electrons gene-
rated in this track can reach the stopped muon within
the time scale of the muon lifetime (

 2.2	10–6 s)
and form muonium. Essential point of this delayed
muonium formation (DMF) scenario is that at «zero
moment» electrons and muon are spatially separated.
This circumstance enabled to create experimental pro-
cedure [19] to distinguish delayed and prompt
muonium formation. DMF is sensitive to the rela-
tively weak (up to tens kV/cm) external electric field
which prohibits muon—electron recombination and di-
minishes «delayed» muonium fraction, while to affect
on prompt muonium formation electric fields about
atomic value are required.
1.2. DMF and SR signal
To compare experiments on muonium formation
measured at different magnetic fields it is convenient
to analyze general expression of muon polarization
function P(t) which is the experimental value of in-
terest involved in SR spectrum:
N(t) N t aP t N   norm exp ( )( ( )) 1 0, (1)
where N(t) is the number of muon decays registered
during the time interval [ – , ]t t t t
 
2 2 after
muon stop (
t is the time per chanel for data acqui-
sition system), Nnorm is normalization constant,  =
= 2.197	 10–6 s is muon lifetime, N0 is background
signal and a (usually about 0.2–0.22) is apparatus
asymmetry. If n(t) is the probability of muonium
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The first term in (2) is the signal from all
muoniums formed up to the time t including the
phase shift in muon state (the constant 1/2 appears
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as only triplet spin state of muonium is seen [14], the
second term is the muon signal. From Eq. (2) it is
clear how to extract muon fraction from experimental
signal. Muon fraction is 1
0



n t dt( ) or the amplitude
of non relaxing signal at muon frequency. The cor-
rect procedure to extract muon fraction is to fit
experimental spectrum by expression which contains
non relaxing signal at muon frequency. Of course
this procedure is valid if there is no other reason
for muon relaxation (such as magnetic impurities,
radical formation etc.), but was shown to be ap-
plicable for CRG.
Muonium fraction can be extracted from the expe-
rimental spectrum easily only in the case of «short»
muonium formation (time scale of muonium formation
delay is less than muon lifetime). Then in the limit of
low magnetic fields muonium fraction tends to the
amplitude of the fittingat muonium frequency. In high
transverse magnetic fields, where muonium signal
(first term in (2)) is very small, the amplitude of re-
laxing signal at muon frequency equals to muonium
fraction (and is twice bigger than the amplitude of
muonium signal in the limit of low magnetic field).
1.3. DMF as a tool to study microscopic
electron transport
The mechanism of DMF is critically dependent on
the electron mobility and, as the characteristic mu-
on-track electron distances are about 10–6–10–4 cm,
represents ready to use technique of the electron mo-
bility measurements on microscopic scale [20]. Mea-
surements of the electric field dependences of both Mu
and diamagnetic fractions provide information on the
characteristic distance Rchar between the 
+ and its
radiolysis electrons. Due to the well known dephasing
effect, the time scale of Mu formation  is readily de-
termined by measurements of the magnetic field de-
pendence of the Mu precession amplitude [21,22]. If
the muonium formation time happened to be bigger
than the time resolution of SR spectrometer,  can be
estimated directly from the dumping rate of diamag-
netic fraction [19,22]. Taking appropriate model of
muon-electron recombination, from Rchar and  one
can estimate the microscopic mobility. In simple case
(the viscous motion of the nearest track electron to the
muon under the Coulomb attraction) this estimate is:
b
R
e

char
3
3


, (3)
where b is the mutual electron-muon mobility;  is the
dielectric constant of media.
The advantages of SR technique were demon-
strated in experiment with solid nitrogen [20] where,
in contradiction with TOF experiments, the delo-
calized electrons were identified in  nitrogen (at T =
= 20 K). In  nitrogen (at T = 59 K) both techniques
give close estimates of the excess electron mobility;
SR experiments [23] have found a delocalized elec-
tron state in liquid Ne, which is consistent with recent
TOF measurements [9].
2. End-of-track structure
In a lot of substances, DMF can be artificially di-
vided into two stages. The first stage is the slowing
down of energetic muon which is accompanied with
production of energetic free electrons and other exci-
tations of the media. In this stage tack products are
hot (out of thermal equilibrium with the media). The
time scale of first stage is less than 10–10 s. The second
stage is the recombination of the track products and
muonium formation itself due to the recombination of
muon with one of the tracks electrons and has unli-
mited time-scale. From this point of view, first stage
prepares «initial» conditions for the second. This in-
clude initial spatial and momentum distributions of
the electrons, cations, and muon just after the end of
the muon slowing down process.
To calculate initial track structure the cross sec-
tions of all elastic and inelastic track processes are to
be known. For high muon energies (above about
35 keV, where the velocity of muon exceeds that of
the electrons bound in the molecules of the target) the
initial track structure can be calculated using the
Bethe [24] theory to describe the inelastic scattering
of the muon. Unfortunately the cross sections for
lower energies of muon scattering are unknown. Due
to the big muon to electron mass ratio the angular
scattering is not essential at high muon energies and
track is linear along initial muon momentum. At low
muon energies muon angular scattering could play sig-
nificant role. Nevertheless, experiments [18] reveal
asymmetric dependences of muon (muonium) fraction
vs direction of external electric field. This can be in-
terpreted as the track products are not symmetrical
around slowed down muon or the scattering of muon
at low energies is not completely randomized. Accord-
ing to multi-pair track model [25,26] the initial struc-
ture of the final part of muon track is the linear chain
of cations (with muon at the end) surrounded with a
cloud of electrons. In this model the influence of ex-
ternal electric field on muonium formation is asym-
metric. At positive fields (direction of external elec-
tric field coincides with initial muon momentum) we
pull track electrons from muon diminishing muonium
formation. At negative fields we move «early» track
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electrons towards muon, and, in the first approxima-
tion, muonium formation should not be sensetive to
«weak» electric field.
As it will be shown later, this simplified model is a
good start to understand muonium formation in CRG
and other condensed gases. There are three characte-
ristic distances in this model: the distance between
cations in the chain R+, the distance between the last
cation and muon R

 and the square average distance
from the scattered electron to the parent cation Re.
The fact that in CRG at zero electric field muonium
fraction is big [18] or the probability of muon—elec-
tron recombination is high implies Re > R+ and Re >
> R

. It means that for all CRG under consideration
muon is inside its own track. Otherwise electron will
rather recombine with one of positive ions. The num-
ber of electrons involved in muonium formation at
zero and positive fields will be Ne  Re/R+. The cha-
racteristic fields to suppress muonium formation will
be order of E e R Rechar



 .
At negative fields muonium formation is sensitive
to the flux of «early» track electrons an one should ex-
pect the track motion to be different at fields higher
E e Rchar




2 where we can neglect interactions
between anions.
Details of the track motion in different CRG will
be discussed in corresponding sections.
Table 2
Muonium fraction in condensed He [27], Ne, and Ar
Rare gas Muonium fraction
in solid in liquid
4He 0 0,92*
Ne 0,80 0,80**
Ar 0,90 0,90
C o m m e n t: * T > 0.8 K; ** T = 25 K
3. Experimental details
Experiments in condensed He are described else-
where [19,22,27] (see Table 2). Experiments in con-
densed Ne, Ar, and N2—Ar were performed at M13
spin-polarized surface muon beam line at TRIUMF
and EMU pulsed spin-polarized muon beam line at
ISIS (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory). In both labo-
ratories we used similar sample cells. Front and back
sides of brass sample cell (22 mm inner diameter
for TRIUMF setup and 35 mm inner diameter for ISIS
and 5 mm thick) are glued with 0.1 mm titanium win-
dows. This thickness is small enough to estimate the
stops of surface muons (momentum  28 MeV/c) in
incoming foil within few percent. Muon beam was
collimated down to 9 mm at TRIUMF experiments.
At ISIS the spot size of muon beam is about 20 mm;
therefore essentially all the muons were stopped in
samples in both laboratories.
Windows are glued trough 0.5 mm kapton layings
(with inner diameter 0.5 mm less than the diameter of
the cell) by epoxy and supported by brass flanges.
Such a construction enables to apply high voltage (up
to tens kV) on any window and was tested at pressure
10 atm at room temperature. To produce temperature
gradient required for crystal growth at the top and at
the bottom of sample space there are special copper
plates (0.5 mm thick). Bottom plate is connected to
the cold finger of the cryostat. Top plate is placed at
capillary insert which is connected to gradient heater.
Both plates are attached to the cell body with little
gap (about half millimeter). This enables good ther-
mal contact to the bulk of the solid CRG sample under
lowering the temperature.
We used standard high purity (impurity content
 10–5) gases. Samples were condensed from big bal-
last volumes by cooling the cell. Crystallization of the
samples was made by steady lowering the base temper-
ature with open ballast volume (constant pressure re-
gime). Typical crystal growth times were about one
hour, temperature gradients were about 0.5 K per
sample length.
Muon experiments in solid condensed gases are
connected with some experimental difficulties. First
— in spite of high electrical strength of balk solid
condesed gases, under the lowering the temperature
below melting point thermal cracks of the sample and
small equilibrium pressure of the gas vapor result in
the appearance of «easy ways» for electrical break-
down of the sample. To increase the maximum electri-
cal strength of our solid condesed gases samples we
added some pressure (up to 1 atm) of He gas into the
sell just after the cooling below melting point. Unfor-
tunately this procedure is effective only at tempera-
tures below superfluid  transition T

= 2.17 K, where
superfluid film can penetrate into all the sample
cracks. At higher temperatures, the procedure of He
gas filling helps to increase the breakdown voltage
about two times. In solid neon we succeeds to increase
the maximum electric field up to 12 kV/cm which is
still less than the maximum electric field in liquid
neon (Emax  33 kV/cm).
Our first attempts to increase the range of electric
field were accompanied with the huge scattering of
the experimental data. Now we understand that this
problem is connected with sample-electrode interface.
The incoming muon beam eventually produces the ra-
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diation damage of the sample, in particular, it gene-
rates free carriers (electrons and ions). If there is a
barrier for the electrons to pass trough the elec-
trode-sample gap (which is probably formed under the
cooling of the sample) under the influence of external
electric field it will result in the accumulation of the
space charge near the sample surface. This charge
screens the external electric field inside the sample (if
not cancel it completely) which may diminish (if not
cancel) the effect under study.
The time scale of this screening will depend upon
the free carrier generation rate in the bulk of the sam-
ple and on the electrical properties of the sample-elec-
trode connection. For typical muon flux on accelera-
tors, the time scale range from tens of minutes to
seconds. As the typical time for collecting the neces-
sary statistics in one spectrum is about one hour the
screening effect can mask the effect of electric field.
To avoid this difficulty we have developed a special
technique of SR measurements in alternating electric
fields [28]. If the frequency of the alternating field is
higher than the reverse time of the screening charge
accumulation near the sample surface, the internal
electric field in the sample tends to applied external
electric field. For example in solid Ne for the incoming
muon beam intensity of about 3 	104 s–1 the switching
period should not exceed 5 seconds.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Liquid and solid helium
To represent complete picture of end-of-track pro-
cesses in CRG we start from reproduction of SR re-
sults in condensed helium [19,22,29] where the fea-
tures of DMF are seen in most clean form.
The main reason of this is the unique property of
liquid helium — the phenomenon of superfluidity.
The mobility of the charge carriers is relatively low
(b+ = 0.05 cm
2 V–1 s–1 for cations and for anions b– =
= 0.03 cm2 V–1 s–1 ) in normal helium [30] at 4.2 K.
The spectrum of elementary excitations in the
superfluid helium has a characteristic threshold,
which causes an exponential increase of the mobility
[31] as the temperature is reduced below the lambda
point T

= 2.17 K (b+ = 1700 cm
2 V–1 s–1 for cations
and b– = 155 cm
2 V–1 s–1 for anions at 0.6 K). This
circumstance gives unique opportunity to examine
various models of track motion by scaling the mobility
over five orders of magnitude. Moreover, by adding a
small amount of 3He one can regularly diminish the
mobilities at low temperatures T < 0.8 K (where the
mobilities are determined by the scattering at 3He im-
purities) keeping the other parameters (temperature
etc.) unchanged. Unfortunately, the behavior of cati-
ons and anions in helium is outstanding in comparison
with other CRG (especially heavy CRG). First, the
charges are extremely heavy: electrons form «bub-
bles» with hydrodynamic mass about 200 helium
atoms, positive charges form «snow balls» about
40–60 helium atoms [32]. Second, in all the tempera-
ture interval in liquid the mobility of anions is bigger
then the mobility of cations, while in solid heavy
CRG the mobility of anions is negligible in compari-
son with the mobility of light delocalized electrons.
This fact will result in the breakdown of the linear
structure of track anions chain. If we suppose Re >
> R+ and Re > R, then just after the slowing-down
process (when electrons have formed bubbles, posi-
tive helium atoms and, probably, muon have formed
snowballs) the main interaction between the charges
will be the strong plus-plus repulsion. For example,
muon will feel high repulsion force from the nearest
positive ion or even (if R+ < R) group of Re/R+
ions in the direction preliminary parallel to the pri-
mary muon beam. Muon-positive ions repulsion can
explain the origin of «initial» muon snowball mo-
mentum MVL (where M  40 mHe is the mass of
snowball, VL  6 	10
3 cm/s is Landay velocity) re-
quired to explain the decrease of muonium fraction at
temperatures T < 0.7 K in pure 4He [19].
Repulsion of light and mobile anions will lead for a
short time interval all the distances between all the
charges to become the same order of magnitude about
Re. Then the process of muonium formation continue in
long (in comparison with plus-plus repulsion) recombi-
nation of + and e– in simple Coloumb potential.
Note that single muon—electron pair will also arise
if hot excited muonium decays far away from other
track (muon—electron pair is far from track from the
very beginning of the track recombination). Minor
point of this scenario is the difficulty to explain asym-
metry of muon—electron initial position which is
readily obtained in multi—pairs model.
Combining all mentioned above one can conclude,
that the longest part of muon-electron interaction in
liquid helium can be written in the simplest muon-the
nearest electron Coloumb attraction no matter what is
the origin of this pair. This approach allowed to draw
qualitative (and some time a quantitative) description
of muonium formation in helium [19]. Let r0 is the
typical distance between muon and electron and b =
= b+ + b– is the sum of charges mobilities. The mobi-
lity of muon is supposed the same as for «heavy» posi-
tive charges mobility [31]. In the normal helium the
mobility of charges is low and the equation of mutual
muon-electron motion seems to be viscous one. In this
case the time of muonium formation is  = r0
3/3be.
The forming muoniums reduce the free muon fraction.
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In high transverse magnetic fields (where only muon
precession signal is seen) this muonium formation
causes apparent muon relaxation   1 and polariza-
tion function is directly connected with the number of
free muons. From the relaxation rate in normal helium
 
0 06 1. s and taken b  0.08 cm2V–1s–1 one can
estimate the typical value for muon-electron distribu-
tion r0  ( )3 7 10
1 3 5be   	  cm in liquid helium
[19]. Note that Onsager length R e k Tc b ( )
2


10 4 cm at helium temperatures is much longer than
r0 so the diffusion in Mu formation is not important.
As for the amplitude of muonium precession aMu (H),
in normal He only small part of pairs manage to re-
combine during the time of the precession signal for-
mation (H)  1/(MuH)  10
–7 s for H = 0.4 G, and
Mu precession amplitude is small. To obtain more
«visible» muonium one should diminish the time of
mutual muon-electron motion and use low magnetic
fields. After entering the superfluid phase, aMu (0.4)
begins to increase with lowering the temperature (ac-
companied with exponential growth of mobility).
When b becomes 103 times that in normal helium, the
most distant pairs manage to converge during the time
 (0.4), and the amplitude of muonium precession
achieves its maximum value which corresponds to the
muonium fraction 92 %. This takes place at T =
= 0.7–0.85 K in pure 4He. Under further lowering of
the temperature in pure 4He aMu drops and tends to
the constant about 0.8 of maximum value. This beha-
vior can be explained taken into account initial mo-
mentum of muon snowball [19] and ballistic motion
(due to extremely low drag force) of this snowball
around nearest electron at temperatures T < 0.7 K. If
under the slowing down process + forms snowball at
velocity higher than M/m

VL  2.4	10
6 cm/s (where
M/m

 400 is snowball to muon mass ratio) or the
snowball receives momentum due to the repulsion
from track cations on the first stage of track motion
(see speculation in previous paragraph), then all the
muons with positive energy MV e rL i
2 22 0 
(where ri is the «initial» muon-electron distance) will
escape muonium formation. Appropriate estimate
gives «critical» value rc (all the muons with initial
conditions ri < rc will definitely recombine with elec-
tron) is r e MVc L 	

2 6 10 52 2 cm, which is com-
parable with typical muon-electron distance estimated
from the rate of muonium formation in normal helium
r0  7	10
–5 cm. The real motion of charges in super-
fluid helium is far from classical ballistic regime. If un-
der the influence of electric field charge exceeds critical
Landay velocity it will (within timescale 10–13 s) emit
roton(s), diminish its speed [33] and follow new trajec-
tory with reduced energy. That’s why significant part of
muon snowballs will form muonium even initial ener-
gy is positive. In mixture 4He + 0.2 % 3He, where due
to the scattering at 3He impurities the low tempera-
ture anion mobility can not exceed 20 cm2 V–1 s–1, the
motion of muon snowball is the viscous one, and there
is no peculiarity in temperature dependence of muo-
nium fraction [19].
The most powerful tool to study muonium forma-
tion are experiments in electric fields. External elec-
tric field prevents recombination of track charges, di-
minishes muonium fraction and increases muon
fraction.
The electric field dependence of double amplitude of
muonium precession divided to apparatus asymmetry in
diluted mixture — 4He + 0.2 % 3 He (T = 0.5 K) mea-
sured in low magnetic field H = 0.4 G [19] is repre-
sented on Fig. 1 by open circles. Under such conditions
this normalized amplitude tends to muonium fraction
(see section DMF and SR signal), at least 90 % of
muons recombine, forming Mu in less than 10–7 s, and
the double amplitude of muonium precession aMu in
zero electric field is close to its utmost value aMu
max =
= 0.2 [22] — the apparatus asymmetry.
At high temperatures close to the  point, the time
of muonium formation in liquid helium is about
5 	10–6 s and the amplitude of muonium signal is low
even at fields H = 0.4 G. To represent muonium frac-
tion at T = 1.7 K, the amplitude of relaxing signal at
muon frequency divided to apparatus asymmetry is
plotted on Fig. 1 by solid squares. One can notice that
in spite of huge difference of the mobilities of the
charges at these temperatures (b = 20 cm2 V–1 s–1 at
0.5 K and b = 0.2 cm2 V–1 s–1 at 1.7 K) the electric
field dependences of muonium fractions are very si-
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Fig. 1. Electric field dependences of muonium fraction in
liquid helium: 4He + 0.2 % 3He at T = 0.5 K (open cir-
cles); pure 4He at T = 1.7 K (solid squares); pure 4He at
T = 0.7 K (solid circles). The direction of electric field
coincides with initial momentum of muon beam. Solid line
represents the best fit of the viscous model to the data at
T = 0.5 K in mixture (see text).
milar. This behavior suggests similar distribution of
the tracks products (or, by other words — the same
initial electron-muon distribution function) in all the
temperature interval 0.5–4.2 K in 4He + 0.2 % 3He
mixture. The case of mixture is very important as
the main mechanism of muon cluster scattering
at low temperature is guided by impurity (3He)
atoms with momentum p m kTi  ( )3
1 2 . Therefore
the mean path between collisions of a cluster is
L pb e 	  3 10 7 cm (where p  pi is the change
of cluster momentum in a single collision) is small in
comparison with typical length in the problem. Then
the motion of muon cluster will be of «viscous»
type—the direction of the cluster motion will coincide
with the direction of an electric field which acts on it.
For any given configuration of electric field (internal
track field plus external field) it will result to the se-
paration in the space of initial electron-muon pairs
into two regions. In the first region, where the lines of
electric field strength end at muon, muon will form
muonium. In the second, where the lines of electric
field strength go to infinity, muon will escape mu-
onium formation. In the case of single electron-muon
interaction, muon will recombine if
r e E ( ) cos( )  1 2 2 , (4)
where r and  are spherical coordinates (vector  = 0
coincides with the direction of the external electric
field), and will be withdrawn by external field
otherwise. Solid line on Fig. 1 represents the best fit
of the calculated (using criterion (4)) normalized
muonium amplitude to the measured values at T =
= 0.5 K in 4He + 0.2% 3He mixture. Initial mutual
muon-electron distribution function was searched in
form of three dimensional Gaussian [19]:
p
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where x is parallel to the external electric field, point
(a,0,0) is the center of muon-electron distribution, "x
and "yz are appropriate dispersions of initial mu-
on-electron position. The best fit gives a = 4	10–5 cm
(the maximum of muons density is shifted forward
in the direction of p

) with respect to the electrons),
"x = 4	10
–5 cm, "yz = 2	10
–5 cm.
In the pure helium at low temperatures, electric
field has stronger effect than in mixture. The electric
field dependence of normalized muonium amplitude in
pure 4He is represented on Fig. 1 by solid circles. This
difference is apparently due to the high mobility
(b+  200 cm
2V–1s–1) of the particles in pure helium.
Under this conditions viscous approach of the muon
cluster motion is not valid (mean free path becomes
comparable with the dimension of the problem) and
one should take into account initial momentum of the
cluster. In the case when + starts with velocity poin-
ting from e–, muon can go very far away from elec-
tron. For initial distance r e mvL0  2
2 2
 5 	10–5cm
(where the kinetic energy of the cluster is greater than
the potential electrostatic energy) the maximum char-
ges separation will amount to r r v mb eLmax ( ) 0 
 2 	10–4 cm, and the effect of the field will be seen
already at the magnitude E e r max
2
 5V/cm.
The mobilities of the charges are extremely low
(b < 10–5 cm2 V–1 s–1) in solid helium [34]. This is
the reason of complete absence of muonium signal in
solid 4He [29]. Moreover, the muon signal shows no
damping — muon < 0.004	10
–6 s–1, which means the
high limit of the muonium formation time about
  10–4 s–1.
As a conclusion of this section we will summarize
the main features of muonium formation in condensed
helium: high relative mobility of positive ions leads to
the break down of the linear structure of muon track
and results in «single pair» regime of muon-nearest
electron attraction; in the wide range of the charges
mobilities (until viscous limit of the track motion is
valid) the mutual «initial» distribution of the track
products is independent on temperature; low mobili-
ties of ions in solid helium prohibit muonium for-
mation.
4.2. Liquid and solid neon
Muon spin rotation experiments in solid Ne [18,35]
revealed near maximum value of muonium precession
signal, which is natural taking into account high elec-
tron mobility in solid Ne (see Table 1). Electric field
experiments in solid Ne shows a great change in
muonium/diamagnetic signals, though the characte-
ristic fields are almost ten times bigger those for liquid
He. Our recent experimental data — diamagnetic sig-
nal vs electric field dependence in solid Ne near the
melting point (T = 22 K) is plotted on Fig. 2 by solid
circles. One can notice significant asymmetry in the
influence of electric fields (in this article, the positive
sign of electric field coincides with initial muon beam
momentum), which means that the electron density is
shifted to the direction opposite to the initial muon
momentum. High characteristic electric fields can be
explained by multi-pairs structure of muon track in
solid neon (see section «End-of-track structure»). In
this case the intrinsic electric field on electron will be
E e R Rechar   , where R+ is the distance between
cations in the chain and Re is the square average dis-
tance from the scattered electron to the parent cation.
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This field is Re/R+ times bigger than the single pair
Coulomb interaction.
Experimental SR signal is very sophisticated in
liquid neon. It contains the signal at muonium fre-
quency and two component (relaxing and not rela-
xing) diamagnetic signal. The essential feature of
muonium signal is that it is in contradiction with the
envelope of diamagnetic signal. The amplitude of
muonium precession is much higher than expected
from Eq. (2). It looks like corresponding to short pro-
cess in comparison with damping rate of diamagnetic
signal or even in comparison with apparatus time reso-
lution.
It could be two possibilities for this beha-
vior—prompt muonium or «fast» DMF. In the experi-
ment with solid neon, due to the limited electric
strength of the samples we achieved only partial re-
covering of diamagnetic signal (see Fig. 2). That’s
why from solid phase data it is unclear—is all the
muonium signal delayed or some part of this signal co-
mes from prompt muonium? It is very unlikely that
cross sections for charge exchange processes are diffe-
rent in solid and liquid Ne and prompt fraction (if
any) should be the same in both phases. The fact that
all the signals in liquid depend on external electric
field and complete suppression of muonium signal at
high positive fields implies the track origin of
muonium signal in liquid Ne. It was proposed [23] the
coexistence of localized in bubbles and delocalized in
conduction band electron states in liquid neon. In
high magnetic fields H  1  loc Mu (where loc is the
characteristic time of muon-electron recombination
with electron in bubble state), fast delocalized elec-
trons give the main contribution into muonium preces-
sion amplitude. Muonium formation due to the arrival
of slow localized electrons is seen in the relaxation of
diamagnetic signal. The coexistence of localized and
delocalized electrons in liquid neon was also observed
by time-of-flight measurements [9].
The electric field dependences of normalized to the
apparatus asymmetry amplitude of twice muonium
2 AMu (circles) and relaxing diamagnetic Arel (squa-
res) signal in liquid Ne at T = 25 K are plotted on
Fig. 3. The sum of these two signals is muonium frac-
tion vs electric field. The ratio AMu/Arel is the part of
delocalized electrons vs electric field. It can be shown
that this ratio is the increasing function of external
electric field. Unfortunately we can not plot the pro-
bability of delocalization from electric field which
acts on electron. This «true» electric field is external
electric field plus the intrinsic track electric field, the
second term we can estimate only.
For comparison with solid Ne the normalized am-
plitude of non relaxing diamagnetic signal from exter-
nal electric in liquid neon is plotted on Fig. 2 by open
circles. This value reflects the part of muons which es-
capes recombination. One can notice huge difference
between liquid and solid Ne. In liquid in negative
fields free muon fraction changes a little (at fields up
to –10 kV/cm it is practically constant), in positive
fields the slope of the curve in solid is bigger those in
liquid.
The possible explanation of peculiarities mentioned
above could be the following. Weak dependence in
liquid implies that the characteristic muon-electron
distance is shorter in liquid. In both substances the ex-
cess track electrons are initially delocalized and mo-
ving rapidly away from the ionization centers where
they were created. Then electrons lose there energy in
collisions with the media atoms. In solid the electrons
remain delocalized up to the recombination with muon
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Fig. 2. Electric field dependences of muon fraction in liquid
Ne at T = 25 K (open circles) and solid Ne at T = 22 K
(solid circles). The direction of electric field coincides with
initial momentum of muon beam.
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Fig. 3. Electric field dependences of muonium fractions in
liquid Ne at 25 K formed by: delocalized electrons (open
circles); localized electrons (solid squares). The direction
of electric field coincides with initial momentum of muon
beam.
(or other positive center). In liquid under the lower-
ing of the electron velocity the probability for the
electron to be localized in «bubble» is increased [9]. It
implies that the mean square distance between the
delocalized electron and his parent ion is shorter in
liquid or the intrinsic track electric fields are bigger in
liquid neon and dependence of free muon fraction
from external electric field is more flat.
At negative fields we pull «early» track electrons
to the muon. The free diamagnetic asymmetry seems
to be the result of the two tendencies. The higher is
the field — the less is the probability for the muon to
recombine with any separate electron, but the higher
is the probability to find additional track electron. If
the second tendency dominates, the probability of
muonium formation tends to one and, in this sense, is
independent on electric field.
Unless specially prepared, the solid CRG sample
(excluding solid He, which anneals easily) has a
polycrystalline structure with a characteristic grain
size [3] of about 10–5–10–4 cm. If electrons are scat-
tered or captured by polycrystalline defects, only elec-
trons within some critical distance (about crystalline
size) will achieve muon. The amount of these electrons
will be N R Rneg cr  , where Rcr is the crystalline
size, R+ is the distance between ionizations at the final
stage of muon track. One should expect the negative
part of E-field dependences to be sensitive to the qua-
lity of the crystal. In liquid crystalline like defects are
absent, the amount of electrons involved in muonium
formation is bigger and probability of muonium for-
mation with «early» electrons higher.
As a conclusion of this section end-of-track pro-
cesses in solid and liquid neon are very different. In
solid Ne, muonium is formed as a result of muon re-
combination with delocalized electrons. In liquid
muon can recombine with delocalized or localized
electrons. Localization of initially free track electrons
in liquid results in high (in compression with solid
Ne) internal electric fields.
4.3. Liquid and solid argon
Electrons are delocalized in both solid and liquid
argon (see Table 1), and one should expect end-
of-track processes in condensed argon to be similar to
solid Ne. Electric field dependences of free muon frac-
tions in liquid at T = 84 K (open circles) and solid ar-
gon at T = 78 K (solid circles) are represented on
Fig. 4. Data were obtained via SR measurements in
switching electric fields. The switching time is 10 s.
One can notice a practical coincidence of the experi-
mental points in liquid and solid argon at positive
fields and significant difference at high negative
fields. At negative fields the points in liquid are lower
than points in solid. Moreover, in spite of using the
technique of electric field measurements in switching
fields, the points at negative fields in solid were «sample
dependent». Switching helps to remove random scat-
tering of the data but keeps different slopes of the
negative part of the curve measured at «different»
conditions. The data represented on figure were ob-
tained just after the crystallization of the sample. Af-
ter few hours of annealing the data change to lower
values closer to the points in liquid.
The peculiarities mentioned above can be explained
in the framework of multi-pairs structure of muon
track. The explanation is analogous to this in con-
densed neon with simplification that electrons are
delocalized in both phases of Ar. Then the characteris-
tic track distances seem to be close in solid and liquid
argon.
If we suppose both the characteristic distance be-
tween the positive ions R+ and the distance from the
last track ionization to the stopped muon R

to be less
than the square average distance from the scattered
electron to the parent ion Re, then at positive fields,
when we pull track electrons from the muon, the
amount of particles involved in muonium formation
will be Re/R+. If Re is bigger than crystalline size of
solid sample, muonium formation will be similar in
solid and liquid phases.
At negative fields we push «early» track electrons
towards muon and muonium formation is sensitive to
the quality of the sample. In solid the scattering or
even trapping of track electrons at crystalline imper-
fections diminish the flux of early electrons and the
probability of muonium formation is lower then in liq-
uid. Annealing of crystalline defects will result to the
increase of electron flux to the muon, and the proba-
bility of muonium formation at negative fields tends
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Fig. 4. Electric field dependences of muon fraction in liquid
Ar at T = 84 K (open circles) and solid Ar at T = 78 K
(solid circles). The direction of electric field coincides with
initial momentum of muon beam.
to the value in liquid where crystalline defects are
absent.
From argon data we can estimate amount of elec-
trons involved in muonium formation in condensed
Ne. In condensed Ar muon fraction at zero field is less
those in solid Ne. Appropriate values measured in the
same experimental chamber at TRIUMF are A
 Ar
=
= 0.076(3) and A
Ne = 0.177(6). At the final stage of
muon track, as we have + one additional positive par-
ticle, the probability for the muon to escape the
recombination will be A

= 1/(N+1), where N is the
number of electrons (or positive ions) involved in
muonium formation in zero electric field. It gives
rough estimate for the number of the electrons:
N A AeNe Ne Ar 1 10( ) .  Unfortunately we can
not do analogous estimate for condensed Ar as some
unknown part of muon signal comes from thermal
shields, chamber windows etc. Low value of muon
fraction at zero field in Ar suggests that amount of
electrons involved in muonium formation NeAr is big-
ger than NeNe . As an alternative estimate of Ne is Ne 
Re/R+, this ratio is bigger for condensed Ar. On the
other hand characteristic electric field to suppress
muonium formation at positive fields is Echar 


e R Re . This fields are close for Ar and solid Ne.
Combining all mentioned above and taking Echar 
 4–10 kV/cm we can estimate:R
Ne
 1.5–2 	 10–6 cm,
ReNe  1.5–2 	10
–5 cm, ReAr > ReNe , and RAr < RNe .
Due to excess electron delocalization in both phases
end-of-track processes in liquid and solid (near triple
point) Ar are very similar. Low value of muon fraction
in zero electric field suggests multi-pair structure of
muon track. The amount of particles involved in
muonium formation is about tens.
4.4. Electron localization in a disordered
insulating host
Most of our understanding of electron transport in
solids is modelled on nearly perfect crystalline mate-
rials, but even in this limit disorder plays a crucial
role [36]. The most familiar phenomenon governing
electron transport in disordered metals is «Anderson
localization» [11]: introduction of sufficiently strong
disorder into a metallic system causes spatial localiza-
tion of electron states near the Fermi level and thus
drives a transition to an insulating state. To observe
the effects of disorder on electron transport without
the complications of electron-electron interactions, we
studied electron dynamics in a disordered insulating
host [13].
Orientational glasses formed by random mixtures
of molecular (N2, CH4, CD4) and atomic (Ar, Kr)
species [14] offers a unique opportunity for such stu-
dies. One of the best studied orientational glass sys-
tems is the N2–Ar mixture [37]. Pure N2 has two
low-pressure crystalline forms, the hexagonal close-
packed (hcp) high temperature phase and the cubic
Pa3 (fcc) low temperature phase. Despite intrinsic
geometrical frustration, pure N2 undergoes a first-or-
der phase transition to a long-range periodic orien-
tationally ordered -phase below T

= 35.6 K; the
high temperature -phase is orintationally disordered.
Solid (N2)1-xArx is obtained by simply cooling liq-
uid mixtures, as nitrogen and argon are completely
miscible. As the Ar concentration x is increased, the
hcp-to-fcc transition temperature decreases. Above the
critical Ar concentration xc  0.23, the hcp lattice ap-
pears to be stable down to T = 0. The dynamical
orientational disorder of the high-T phase eventually
freezes into a static pattern of randomly oriented N2
molecules, the orientational glass [37].
Being a mixture of insulators, the N2–Ar system
has a very large energy gap ( 10 eV), so that even at
high temperature the ambient density of free elec-
tronic states is exponentially low. Experimental study
of electron transport in this system therefore requires
that the empty conduction band be «injected» with
free carriers, ideally in low enough concentrations
that electron-electron interactions can be safely ig-
nored. The ionization of molecules and/or atoms by
high energy charged particles (e.g. positive muons)
offers just such a source of free carriers.
Figure 5 depicts the temperature dependences of
the asymmetries (amplitudes) of the various signals in
solid (N2)1-xArx for x = 0, 0.09, 0.16, and 0.25. At
high temperature (above about 40 K), all the mixtures
have roughly the same Mu and D asymmetries as pure
N2. At low temperatures, however, adding argon
causes dramatic changes. In pure N2 below about 30 K
there is a large Mu signal and a small D signal, indi-
cating efficient DMF; as Ar is added there is a pro-
gressively larger D signal, indicating reduced DMF,
until at x = 0.25 there is only a small Mu signal.
In solid N2 muonium formation has been shown
[38,39] to proceed via two channels: the thermal
DMF process outlined above and the epithermal
prompt process which takes place prior to the +
thermalization and is therefore independent of tempe-
rature, electron mobility etc. The small, temperature
independent Mu amplitude in the x = 0.25 sample (see
Fig. 5) is the same as the prompt Mu amplitude in
pure solid nitrogen [39], suggesting a complete ab-
sence of DMF in the orientational glass.
The hypothesis that Mu formation in the x = 0.25
mixture is essentially all via the prompt channel at 20 K
is further supported by the observation that AMu and AD
do not depend on an externally applied electric field for
that sample, as shown in Fig. 6. Both amplitudes show
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significant electric field dependence in pure N2 at 20
K, from which the characteristic muon-electron dis-
tance is estimated to be about 5 	10–6 cm [38,39];
about the same value of muon-electron distance is esti-
mated in solid Ar, which exhibits almost 100 % DMF
[18]. The absence of DMF at this length scale at low
temperature in the x = 0.25 mixture suggests that elec-
trons are localized in orientational glass [13].
5. Conclusions
Scaling from light to heavy CRG enabled us to re-
veal new features of end-of-track motion in these sub-
stances.
It is shown that unique properties of liquid he-
lium—big relative mobility and light relative mass of
positive ions make it outstanding in comparison with
other condensed gases.
In solid Ne and Ar (where electrons are delocalized
and light) track seems to be linear chain of anions
ended by muon and surrounded by the cloud of elec-
trons. The number of electrons involved in muonium
formation is about ten in solid Ne and probably bigger in
solid Ar. From comparison of Ne and Ar data we can es-
timate the distance between track anions about 10–6 cm
and the square average distance between electron and
parent anion about 10–5 cm.
A slight difference between muonium formation in
liquid and solid Ar (electrons are delocalized in both
phases) could be attributed to the presence of crystal-
line defects in the solid.
In liquid Ne muon can recombine with delocalized
or localized electrons. Localization of initially free
track electrons in liquid results in high (in compres-
sion with solid Ne) internal electric fields. External
electric fields prevent electron localization.
We have demonstrated a dramatic effect of orien-
tational disorder on electron transport in an insulator.
In contrast to electron delocalization in the orien-
tationally ordered phase of -N2, electrons appear to
be localized in the orientational glass (N2)0.75Ar0.25.
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